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The Breakdown
Trust is a two way street
It is hard to earn
And easy to lose

Trust means giving someone
The benefit of the doubt

Trust means giving someone
A reasonable amount of privacy

Trust means believing the other
Has your interests at heart

Trust means not assuming the worst
Without proof and reasonable suspicion

Trust means allowing the other
The means to leave the situation

Trust means you believe
That the other will not lie to you

Trust means the other will be there for you
When things get difficult

Trust means you have a relationship

Trust is difficult to impossible
When you break your promises
When you abandon your principles
When they are inconvenient
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When you exhibit no trust of the other
Even when they know you a long time

Trust means not adding additional restrictions
Without re-negotiation

Trust means not changing contracts
After being agreed upon

Trust means laws do not change retroactively
Trust means regulations are made in plain language

Trust means laws are not targeted
Just to certain groups

Trust means you believe in the integrity
Of both the media and justice system

If you cannot agree on anything else
Except you do not trust each other
Your society has lost trust in the system

It is dangerous to base a country
On nothing more than good intentions
Because it is hard too win the love of the people
But easy to make them fear you

Or make a believable deal with the people
Via an implied social contract

Having no trust means having no predictability

A world without trust has begun
With the trading of personally identifiable information
Gathered without consent or reasonable compensation
And sold to the highest bidder
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With the one world government
Willing to do anything to further its agenda
Even things it cannot admit to its citizens
For fear of a breakdown of the homeland

With the open admission that
The individual matters less than the group

With the continued choices that prove you believe
In doing good things for bad reasons
And bad things for good reasons

With the technology being cheap and readily available
That allows people to commit all manners of crime easily

With the general acceptance among criminals
That framing others for your crimes is the first step in committing 
them

When there is little difference between the means and goals of
Criminals, your government, rival governments, and business

When the only thing separating the good countries from the bad
Is the good ones are more effective due to better training, more 
money, and a longer history of operation

This is how society unravels
When the country cannot agree on what is moral or not
And what direction to go
And then has a crisis where there is no clear enemy
To blame the problem on

No trust means no freedom of speech
No trust means the government is afraid
No trust means no one is safe
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And fear is the result
Which is the true universal language
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Against Debate and 
Argument
Anger and hostility
Proving your own way right
Do we speak for God?
Do we know His voice better?

My skin turns red
And I feel hot inside
Why won’t the others
Think like I do?

If I have all the correct ideas
And can prove them better
Does that make me right?
And does that make a difference?

If following the Bible is so important
And it truly is
Where does God ever feel the need
To explain Himself to unbelievers?

To embrace logic and not science
Seems very odd indeed
But greater oddity is in
Mixing business logic with religion

The art of persuasion
Is not effective
If you are trying to prove your point
How do you expect the other to respond?
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The wisdom of God
Is foolishness to the wise

Why would you expect
The wisdom of the world
Would help bring people to Christ?

Christianity is not an issue to be debated
Or is an intellectual discussion or decision
Christ is a person not just an idea

Living as a Christian
Is more about doing or rather not doing
Rather than winning a debate

The Christian ethics most exemplified by Christ
Are humility and compassion
Not knowledge and power

We need to be very careful
About mixing God’s words with our own

The greatest Biblical scholars of the time
Could not accept Christ as their Lord
And many of Christ’s followers
We’re uneducated but later wrote Scripture

We will not be saved by knowledge
Does our current world situation not prove this?
No one can convince anyone of anything
The information has reached a saturation point

Few people write about new ideas
Even as many more books are written
Few people read much any more
But webpages continue to get
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Filled with writing

Democratizing knowledge does not
Make people happier or wealthier
Teaching others more
Does not increase their potential

For those who would shun the world
To preserve our supposed purity
Why do we embrace the doctrines of the world?
Why do we fight using the same methods?

If the battles are spiritual
Why do we engage each other
With carnal weapons?

If we do not want to accept
The ways of the world
With open arms and uncritical acceptance
We have to spend time listening to unbelievers
And spend less time lecturing them

You cannot effectively deal with
What you are unwilling to take the time
To understand and learn from

If you want to keep away from stumbling
You have to open your eyes
Much as you may want to shield your face
From injury or disfigurement
Open eyes will save you from suffering

It is like going to another country
Without first learning the language
Or launching into a new career
Without any additional training
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Yes the wise can be foolish
And even teachers often have agendas
But without questioning what you have learned
You effectively buy into and follow
What you have been told

You cannot study religion purely by fact alone
And then get to the point of having faith
Faith by its very nature requires you
To not fully understand

If we want to please or understand God
We need to approach the study of Him
Though faith first

It is as important to have times of reflection
And times of interaction with unbelievers
As it is to memorize Scripture

Christianity is still the most revolutionary concept
But not in the way most people hear about it
And that is when they hear it directly from us

Why do you think Christ did not convert
The entire Roman and Persian Empires
When He was on earth
But rather focused mostly on 12 people?

Why did Christ not argue against
Those who beat and killed Him
Even when given a chance for rebuttal?

Much of what God wants us to do
Is to refrain from doing certain things
And He wants us to change ourselves
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We are less responsible for others

If politics was so important to Christianity
Why did Jesus never get involved
And why did the early Church never get involved?

If we have a duty to engage in politics
Because our country claims we have the opportunity
Why doesn’t the church engage in the academic world
Or make itself more a part of the online world?

There is wisdom in merely waiting on the Lord
Unbelievers need Christians among them

You do not win over dedicated followers
When you minimize the long term commitments
Or try to win them over by telling them they are wrong
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The Bible Above Doctrine
Humans develop doctrines
To try to understand God
But God is a Person not an idea
And we are asked to believe not understand

It is noble to be a teacher
And to spread the Gospel
But where our opinions start
Where the reading of Scripture ends

There is no one Christian worldview
Or one correct interpretation of Scripture
We struggle to put God into words
Because His thoughts are higher than ours

It is hard enough to describe oneself
Or any other person
How much greater a task would it be
To put God into words

The only correct doctrine is the Bible itself
If we want people to not get confused
And not come up with doctrine
That reflects a poor understanding of God

We need to work on the fundamentals
The fundamentals are not doctrine but practice
Read the Bible, go to church, pray, and interact with non-
believers
Christianity is a journey with Christ for all eternity

We need not rush through salvation
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Or misrepresent the commitment necessary
To have saving faith

To work on the fundamentals of faith
We need to encourage critical thinking
We need to promote literacy

And we need to broaden our understanding
Of all of God’s creation and human thought

We cannot be so afraid of evil
So as to be unwilling to meet with the unsaved
America is not lost and we need never give up

We are no better than the unbelievers
We are no less stubborn
We are no less sinful
And it is only by God’s grace
That we chose to be born again

It makes no difference
Whether we have been faithful
For our whole lives
Or we are saved just before death

The disciples went to the same Heaven
As the criminals hanging next to Christ on the cross

For a movement defined by spreading the Gospel
We have to first understand the culture
In which are witnessing

The world has been reset
Much as it was during the agricultural revolution

America and the world are longer different things
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And the one thing the world shares
As a common language is technology

Most of the Christian world lives in poverty
Where we live in relative wealth
But spiritually American Christians suffer more

We need no new theology
Or new scriptures
What we need is not better translations
Or better understanding of the ancient middle east

We need better understanding of our culture
And be willing to listen to
What God wants to reveal to us personally

We need to forgive America and repent to God
For our judgment on the morality of non-believers

We need to start our work in America
As a new mission field
We need to examine what parts of this new culture
Are consistent with the Bible and what are not

We need to be open to the idea that change
Is both good, God driven, and necessary

We need to stop letting the world make us afraid
If you think you are being persecuted today
You do not understand what persecution means

Many unbelievers also feel afraid of the future as well
As we are making earth into a literal Hell

If we want to live a life of devotion to God
We have to rethink where we get our entertainment
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And who we get our advice from

We spend too much time arguing
And focus too much effort on being American
Is our identity tied in with where we are born
Or Who it is we follow?

This synchronization between America and Christianity
Is unhealthy spiritually and emotionally
America is not talked about in end time prophecy
Unless it is Mystery Babylon

We have to see with faith
And not our media
We have to start thinking critically
And learn some history

We are falling for the same lies
Over and over again
The devil loves to distract us
And we are falling for it

We are being sidetracked on spreading the Gospel
Because we want to legislate our version of the Bible

Who are we to tell non-believers what they should do?
The law shows us our sin
But it does not save us

We need to renew our focus on Christ
And understand not judge our culture

If the point of the Church is spreading the Gospel
Lets focus on that instead of things that divide
It is hard enough to get people to believe
Let us not introduce further barriers to belief
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We only need to preach and hold ourselves
To the example of Christ

In the Roman world of Christ
There were many evil things going on in the government
But the response of the Apostles were to pray for the government

The Apostle Paul used his Roman citizenship
To spread the Gospel
Not to argue about politics
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Bad Individuals or Bad 
Group?
So you obey the law
Don’t you
As most people do?
But did you know
That none of us
Follow God’s laws?

Those who follow the laws
Then think most people are law abiding
And they basically end up persecuting others
Because they sin differently or more obviously

But the Bible refutes that assumption
At least in the eyes of God
And so also should it be in the Church

For many it is easy enough
To follow the laws of people
Because they are easier
Than many laws of God

The insights we do not have
On preventing crimes
Is that they start with thoughts
Then we talk about them
And then we act on them

You have to decide not to
Think about the evil
If you do not want to do the evil
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Many religions have figured
This part out as well

Unfortunately any government
That tries to prevent thought crimes
Would be horribly abusive
Ultimately people must choose
To do what is right
Of their own free will and initiative

This is one of the reasons
We cannot prevent crime permanently

Another problem with policing
Bad behavior is that those policing
Are also engaging in bad behavior as well

There is no guarantee that
The police will always be just or consistent
Especially when others get in power
And the issues of the time change

Christianity is different
From the justice of the world
God’s justice
Is defined by His mercy
And His forgiveness

This does not mean
That it is ok to steal or kill
But it does mean there are more
Evil things people can do
Than are written in laws

And many of the earthly laws
Are downright garbage
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Which again doesn’t mean
That we shouldn’t follow them

Lying, cursing, slander, and false testimony
Not listening to your parents
Are all considered crimes against God as well

Romans 1 goes on to talk about
Greed, envy, decit, malice, gossip, arrogance, boasting
Inventing ways to do evil
As all in the same category
As stealing and killing

We learn in James 4
That the conflicts amongst us comes down to
We desire what we do not have
This is because we do not ask God for it
And when we do
We do it so that we can
Just please ourselves with more possessions

Christ even says in the Gospels that
Even anger is a sin and will end in living in Hell
We are told to love God with everything we are
And love others as ourselves

The peace between God and others are linked
You cannot have peace with others
If you are not at peace with God

Even hating God is a sin
Or even not hating the world is a sin
God does not want us lukewarm
He wants us to choose Him
Unconditionally just as He saves us unconditionally
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We have to choose whether we want
To please God or please the world
As they ask opposite things of us
In many ways all religions are similar
In that they want total devotion

The difference with Christianity is
Our God is the Creator and He is good to us
Plus He puts up with our bad thoughts and behavior
The other gods or people that are worshipped
Are not anywhere near as nice as Christ

This world has elected the devil as its leader
But God is the ruler of everything
And is the only legitimate ruler of us

When we decided to stop following God
And set up governments
And other institutions to rule over us
We ended up with corruption and abuse
By our earthly leaders

We need to start following God directly
And start by reading the Bible
Or learning to read
If we have not mastered that already

Unfortunately we cannot reduce the Bible
To pictures or video
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The Rock
Why is Christ so contentious?
Why would someone
Turn down His offer?

We all would
If not for a miracle
And the work of the Holy Spirit

We think we are wise
And God doesn’t get it
But He does

You can keep tripping over
And running into Christ
Or you can decide to follow Him
But you cannot just ignore Him

God doesn’t like arrogance
And we are full of it
All too easily
We think we don’t need God

Maybe God is letting life get harder
So we can more easily admit
That we need Him

There are things that are wrong
That have not changed since the beginning of civilization
That may just be part of being a civilization
Maybe that will be a wake up call
For us to start fresh and wait upon God
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Now there is so much anger and division
It is really ironic that with all we know today
That we are not any happier
And there is no less suffering

We have been very foolish
In designing a society so brittle
That is can be destroyed by our enemies
From the comfort of their homes

Without risk
And using our tools and knowledge
We give away all our secrets
Because we cannot be bothered to put in locks

Just like the pirates, terrorists, and barbarians
They cannot be hurt
Because they possess nothing
They cannot be located
Because they constantly move
They cannot be outclassed in technology
Because we gave it all away

Ultimately you cannot win an arms race
Unless you are willing to bankrupt yourselves
You cannot own the whole world
Without a unified nation

Some things are so costly and so beyond reach
Like the moon
That even if achievable are not worth the cost

Computers are like this
Are the savings in money
Worth the cost of losing your society?
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Someone put much effort
Into bringing about the industrial and information revolutions
They were not natural or likely
And they stretched us to the very limit
In the resources and social change needed to build them
All for what?

If those in power didn’t want us to have the technology
Then why did they give it to us?
If they were smart enough to create it
Couldn’t they foresee the consequences?

So if this is all unlikely
Maybe it is God steering society in this direction
Maybe this is how our strength
Is shown to be weakness

A grand illustration of the foolishness of people
And a breakdown of those structures
That put a wall between God and man

What is God’s plan in all of this?
This might be a bigger surprise
Than the first coming of Christ

If the devil is the father of lies
And God is the source of truth
Does it not make sense that
Everyone will know everything about everyone
And all good and bad will come to light?

That is in the beginning of the Gospel of John
People were living in darkness
And Jesus became the light of the world

The Church can then become the beacon
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Leading people out of the darkness
By being the last social group standing

When every other institution fails
We then still have the Church

Just like the dark ages in Western Europe
We now have the Church to guide us
As we enter a digital dark age

No one will forget God
Because He does not need anything from us
He will always be around
And as science and technology change constantly
He is always the same God
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Pain, God and Family
I want no more adventures
I want no more pain

I have had to deal with several things
That I wish no one else has to go through

I want to be healed
I no longer want to fight
Everyday to survive

I want to get past this
And get on with my life

I want to work a job
And get married
Like a normal person

The thing is I am not normal
One of my biggest obstacles
Is my fear of many things

This is especially true of
What I cannot predict
What I cannot prepare for
What I cannot accept

Fear of the unknown
Is one of the greatest fears
That normal people can relate with

In many ways I appear normal
But that is far from
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What I know is going on inside

I do not trust anyone
For a variety of reasons
But I even distrust those
Who are closest to me

It may be wise now
To trust few people
But trusting no one
Including yourself
Is truly disabling

Counseling doesn’t work
If you do not trust the therapist
You cannot hold down a job
If you cannot trust your coworkers

But it is not just trust
That I struggle with

I am constantly dead tired
This is one of the many side effects
Of the one type of medicine
That is effective to treat psychosis

Schizophrenia is very lonely
Because you cannot relate with other people
There are so many things I cannot understand
Because the important parts of my brain
Are damaged or malfunctioning

People see that I am intelligent
And they see I do not work
So they assume my life is easy
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If you ever think it is easy to not have work
Talk to someone who can’t find work
Or has taken off work for more than 6 months

I can’t even handle any kind of pet or plant
The day to day rituals
Can be devastating to those with my condition

Many people think that most people’s problems
Are solely due to poor knowledge or understanding
Including many counselors

What makes taking care of myself hard
Is partly a lack of motivation
Is partly that I get distracted easily
Is partly that I overthink it

Is partly that I get stressed out
Because I know I have to continue
To repeat this for the rest of my life

In some ways I have been able to compensate
For my lack of a functioning frontal lobe of my brain
I am distrustful of not only other people and myself
But I also distrust my intuition
And awareness of my surroundings

I know if something seem too dramatic
It is likely a type of delusion
I know life for peons is normally boring

And if anything is too interesting in my life
This is a sign that my perception
Is being impaired or compromised

I see the world as a reflection of my mind
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The only things we know are the things we perceive directly
Everything else we accept by faith

Some people are so programmed by society
They believe only what they can see, hear, quantify, and describe
But this is a conscious decision
And certainly not a natural one

Some people think life should make sense
This is quite an assumption
I do personally have faith in Christ
But I believe in little else

When the pain is intense
In its many forms and aspects
It makes it much hard to believe
That life has a purpose

But I truly do believe that many things
In this life make little sense
Bureaucracy is one of them

I experienced this in the Army
And for a couple decades
Navigating the Veterans Administration
With the indispensable support of my family

One of the things that has been so different
About my experiences compared to the normal ones
Is that I continue to have
A positive relationship with my family

They treated me well when I grew up
And I had no reason to reject them

They decided to keep looking out for me
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Even though their obligation
Had long since passed

God has also made all the difference
It seems that the only logical answer
That I have been able to do things
That people with Schizophrenia just don’t do

I have kept a adding to my website daily for 25 years
I have written over 3,000 pages over the same 25 years
I have also read and kept up on technology the entire time

This has only been possible
Because God chose to heal parts of my brain
I continue to get more and more independent over time
I master more and more things
That people with Schizophrenia just never do

I definitely have Schizophrenia
As the VA and every psychiatrist
I have met and interviewed with
Has immediately agreed upon

So my performance can only be explained
By divine intervention
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Trust in the Lord
The journey has already been long
The battles continue
And they are changing
But some things remain the same

In a story the characters
Have the same names throughout
But many things about them
Evolve over time

A good author will grow their characters
But the theme remains the same
There are only a handful of basic plots
In life they occur in each generation

When I think of where I started my journey
I first think of Basic Training in the Army
But the journey started long before
And the same struggles continue

The roots of the problems run deep
And there is no obvious solution
I only know the source of the solution
Is from the Holy Spirit

When I was young it was easy to be encouraged
And it was an easier and more peaceful time period
As I grow older I trust the future less and less
Not only do I trust in no one save The Lord
I do not trust myself either

I have travelled little distance
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In my life story
But the internal struggle has been very eventful

God has always been there with and for me
From the very beginning
From some of my first memories

I was saved as a child
Even before I could read

And I asked to be baptized
And was as soon as I fully understood
The implications of my decision

It is true that my lack of trust
Started in the military
But world events and contemporary life
Re-enforced these thoughts and feelings

Over my life I have fought a number of things
Many dealing with thoughts and feelings
I have less control over
Because of how I was born
And my military service

I have recently realized my training in the military
Was very well designed
For what we deal with in this generation

I have had several mystical experiences
All painful and I would have avoided all
If I knew beforehand

Some times we feel closer to God
In times of trial and tribulation
But there are also times of quiet
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When it appears God is closer as well

It is hard to take time to listen and be patient
Certainly God values these attributes
As He constantly listens and is patient with us

When I think of some of the things
I still do not understand about God, life, and Scripture
I think of how dense the disciples could be at times

I often take too long
To break old habits
Some more costly than others

I need to be more willing to wait
For God’s help

The entirety of our life
Is like being in a waiting room

We really are only here
For a very short time
But it sure feels like a lot

Sometimes when in pain
Time slows down so much
Or even stops entirely
That we perceive
An eternity passed by

For all the things
I would have done differently
Had I known what I know now

One thing I do not regret
Is my eternal choice
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To place my faith in Christ

And believe in
All He has promised us

And as I take on the crosses
He has for me to bear
I thank God that He takes time for me

And I look forward
To spending more time with Him
Both in the quiet times
In this life but also in the next
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Faith Means Patience and 
Listening
My life is what many would call boring
But this is not the whole story
My mind is very active
Even though my body is not

You can have adventures
Worthy of a lifetime of reflection
Without leaving home

Today we measure success
Through the metrics of money, sex, and power
As we feel the need
To have the approval of others

Few today see a need to please God
The most interesting parts of life
Are the spiritual aspects
And God is the most interesting Spirit

Life as a Christian is far from boring
Many times in my life
I would have wished it more boring
As a spiritual adventure can be quite terrifying

But the most rewarding encounters with God
Are in the quiet times
When we seek God by ourselves
Some call this prayer or devotions

To please God
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Is the most rewarding activity
Emotionally, physically, and spiritually

Many of us encounter God
In painful and traumatic situations
But this is our choice not His

God created us to spend time with us
God can only be pleased
By our patience and listening (or faith)

Many of us today have much we want to say
But Christianity is more about restraint
Than it is about gathering followers
Or impacting many people

Changing who we are
Is one of the best ways
To convince others to change

Christ leads by example
Instead of being a king or general
Or anything else people wanted
Or expected Him to be

He was a teacher and role model
He wanted to have a connection with people
So He lived as one of us for a lifetime

And He wanted to free us from the
Devastating effects of sin

Christianity in general and Christ in particular
Are very much about the problem of evil and suffering
Christ was patient and listened
Even when He was suffering
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Christ had to suffer to do what He promised and chose to do
We many times suffer because of our stubbornness and 
selfishness
Many Christians suffered for ideas they held onto
That were more cultural than Biblical

I for one do not want to suffer
Anymore for my country
On the other hand
I would do the best I could
To hold to the faith despite obstacles

Today we try to reduce pain through chemicals
And then we experience more pain
Maybe we need to change our lifestyle
And the way we think

The idea of slowing down
In what we try to do
Might mean we live happier lives

Many of use today
Are worried about how long we have
As a planet and as a species

And are rushing to finish doing good
Before it is too late

Just as I believe God will give
Each person enough time
To be convinced God cares about them

So the world will be given enough time
For us to accomplish what God
Has prepared for us to do
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Our world is changing faster than ever before
But we as individuals need not do the same

The ideas of the Bible are more relevant today
Than ever before

And Christ is the only answer
That could satisfy our hearts
In the world we live in today
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God’s Choice
Sometimes God works
By closing doors
Instead of opening them

Sometimes serving God
Means not pursuing
Whole aspects of life

Many expect so much of life
In this contemporary world
But we can’t have it all

Sacrifices must be made
As pursuing some things
Necessitates not pursuing others

God can help with this
And does so sometimes
By placing limits on us

Some things that are legitimate
For one person are not for another

Sometimes it comes down to priorities
Some of it is just about wisdom

Good things are often done for bad reasons
And bad things for good reasons
But neither approach is legitimate or ethical

Sometimes things are easier to understand
As to why we are not permitted
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To do some things
That other believers are allowed

But God does not always
Connect the dots for us
Or give us a blueprint of His plans

There are general instructions
For all Christians in the Bible

But God also speaks to us
As individuals in our specific circumstances

We have to act out our faith
As individuals doing different things

Much as the patriarchs proved their faith
By doing different acts as called by God

What do we do when God says no?
How do we accept sacrificing things
That other Christians are allowed?

There is no normal Christian
And there is no easy version of faith
There is no quick or easy answer

Cancer is often fought as a battle
Against a sentient being

So we also struggle against not just circumstances
But also against evil in spirit and matter

The devil is the father of lies
And so uses deception
As his weapon of choice
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Ignoring God or minimizing Scripture
Is never the answer

We do not choose how we must suffer
Or what things we must sacrifice
Any more than we get to choose our death

There is purpose and meaning in life
But the real goal is growing closer to God
As it is the one things we take with us
Into the next life

We often spend so much time bringing others to Christ
That we forget to take care of ourselves

If you want to grow in faith
You have to put in the time and effort

There is no fast track
Or simple solution
Faith is difficult period

Many people blame God for their struggles
Or they blame themselves

But there is more to the situation
Than we will ever be aware of
At least in this life

The interactions between all lifeforms
In both material and spiritual worlds
Must by truly astonishing

I am glad I am not God
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I think of what God could do
To prove He was real
That people could not argue against

But then I think
God must be very careful with us
Especially when He does miracles

Indisputable proof of His power and authority
Could easily destroy our entire world

Many people give up on God
Because they struggle for so long
And they think God is too quiet

They want solutions to their problems
But maybe their is meaning and purpose
In some of the struggles

It would be terrifying to try to survive
For even a minute without God

I truly do not understand why it makes sense
To not believe in God to get back at God
You still suffer the same amount
But for nothing

But it is hard to be rational
When you are denied something
You see everyone else enjoying

It is easy to lose your faith
When life ends up so much worse
Than you ever expected it

But your faith will come back again
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If you draw close to God
He will draw close to you

When you seek God with all your heart
You will then feel the reality of His presence
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Being a Follower
I don’t know much about leadership directly
As I have never really had a position of leadership
But I am an alpha male
And have great ambitions
For what I am able to do

But being a Christian
Is about being a follower
Christ is ultimately our Leader
And our primary Leader

I think one of the best analogies
Is what a young kid or animal
Thinks of their parent or person

God is our Creator
And so it is natural
To want to be like Him
To want to please Him
And to feel loyalty towards Him

He is not just our Heavenly Father
We are His creation

Being a follower today is hard
Our society encourages everyone
To do their own thing

There is a lack of community in America today
Because no one wants to follow
Not everyone should be or wants to be a leader
There is nothing wrong with this either
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No one is entirely at the top level of leadership
With no one else to answer to but God

Serving God is a privilege
Not an obligation

It is amazing how small we are
And how unimportant we are
In the grand scheme of things

But that God still cares about us as individuals
Even though we are nothing in power or intellect
Compared to Him
But this does not impede our relationship with Him at all

He only feels a separation between us
When we do evil
Because He is perfect morally

And He has made the greatest sacrifice
To bridge the gap we created

When we think of the leaders of the early Church
They were disciples
Jesus did not choose people
Based on their intellect, ability, or experience
What transformed them was the Holy Spirit

What a wonderful thing that God
Wants to dwell within us
But to get close to God
We must commit and be disciplined about it

We can get closer to God over time
But we only have a spiritual connection
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That grows over time
If we really want it

And we need to prove this
By our dedication and consistency
God doesn’t want nominal Christians
He wants something better for us

We think of our plans and desires for the future
As almost sacred
But frankly God has better plans for us

If we think back to our time on earth
When we are in our second (eternal) life
We would laugh at what we consider important here

What does God really want from us?
To follow Him and learn from Him
He calls us all like He did the disciples, prophets, and patriarchs

We have to take the time and have patience
But once we really show God
Means more to us than anything else
We will make our peace with God

We seem to have a non-stop stream
Of negative thoughts about God
I think it is hurtful to God
Because God has feelings too

It is good to start with honesty
But respect is important too

We often see the problem of suffering
Rehashed over and over again
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Isn’t it obvious now that most problems
That we can trace to their source
Are caused by our own bad decisions and foolishness
Or that of other people

The reason why we still struggle with such issues
Is not because we do not have a rational answer
The question isn’t “Why do people suffer in general?”
But “Why do I or someone I love suffer?”
Or more specifically “When will the pain end?”

There is no answer that is emotionally satisfying
Instead of expecting God to conform to our way of thinking
Maybe we should try to understand the way God thinks

He does have the answers to everything
But we will not know everything He does
Even if we follow Christ

There are just some things that we cannot understand
Except through faith
But God obviously does care
As He has suffered greatly for us

Today we think we can explain everything
But that is just because the things we investigate
Are either trivial or an implementation of an idea

We are unwilling to consider
Taking another approach to solving problems
Because there is so little trust left in society

It is hard to trust God
Because so many we have trusted
Have failed us publicly
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We have to understand God is different
Your pastor is not in the same place as God
Neither is your church
God is good but even His people are not
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